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TREND SPURRED BY RISING ACQUISITION COSTS
  A report by Modern Retail says direct-to-consumer brands 
that began by targeting customers on Facebook, Instagram 
and other performance marketing platforms are now 
expanding their reach to more traditional channels.
  They’re trying to capture audiences that may not have run 
into the brands’ ads on social media, or aren’t willing to buy 
from an online brand they’ve only seen on Facebook. As 
the cost of customer acquisition on channels 
like Facebook and Google continues to climb, 
DTC brands are spending more on traditional 
outlets like TV. In 2018, according to a VAB 
study, the top 125 DTC brands spent a 
combined $3.8 billion on TV ads, up 60 percent 
over 2017.
  Customer acquisition costs consider a number of variables 
— like targeted audience, category and timing — but 
competing is getting costly.
  According to one mattress brand, cost-per-click on Google 
reached $15 this year for search terms like “best mattress,” 
up from $10 the year before. Home goods brand Parachute 
estimated it would have had to spend $20,000 on Facebook 
alone in one month to reach the number of customers it 
reached through a diversified media mix when it launched its 
mattress earlier this year.
  Those costs are pushing brands to consider other pastures 
to take advantage of the trickle-down effect from broad-reach 
channels, which in turn lowers those costs.
  “Companies that started with digital-first and performance 
marketing are seeing that the moment they go out-of-home, 
their online campaigns became more profitable,” said Marcel 
Hollerbach, the CEO of e-commerce platform Productsup. 
“When a user browsing online sees a Google ad for a brand 
she already recognizes, you end up paying less for their 
click, and the whole marketing spec becomes more efficient 
and less expensive.”
  In the same way that DTC brands are opening stores or 
selling through wholesale retailers, the goal is to take on 
these channels with a modern, digital-brand spin: With so 
much customer information and insight under their belts from 
launching DTC on data-rich platforms, these brands have the 
opportunity to update the approach to more analog channels.
  In stores and wholesale, that’s meant rethinking the 
customer experience and working with retailers to figure out 
better data-sharing and brand presentation terms. But brands 
transitioning their marketing strategies to account for broad 
awareness-raising channels have to navigate a reallocation 
of resources, navigating partnerships, and other challenges.
 “These brands need to be diversifying their channel 
mixes earlier,” said Matt Rednor, the founder and CEO of 
Decoded Advertising. “DTC brands flipped the funnel — 
they’re starting with Facebook and then moving onto TV. The 
runway for DTC brands is under pressure though, and there 
are so many competitors that can rip off your ads. So brands 
have to move to these channels faster.”

DTC BRANDS SPENDING ON TV AS DIGITAL GETS PRICEY
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Amazon has begun testing a new program called Sold 
by Amazon that gives the e-commerce giant control over 
setting prices on third-party sellers’ goods, in exchange 
for a guaranteed minimum payout. CNBC reports sellers 
choose which products to include in the program. The goal 
is to increase sales with an automated pricing model without 
cutting into the seller’s profits, Amazon said... Target will 

start selling Levi Strauss’ core “Red Tab” label 
jeans online and at 50 stores near college 
campuses and busy urban areas this month, 
the Minneapolis Star Tribune reports. The 
retailer has long sold the lower-priced Denizen 
jeans from Levi’s, which is looking new retail 

outlets after the closure of many Sears stores... Chipotle 
Mexican Grill has launched a three-market test of its Queso 
Blanco, almost two years after the chain’s first attempt at 
serving a cheese sauce generated negative reviews that 
said the product was grainy and apt to congeal. Restaurant 
Business online reports the newest version is made with 
Monterey Jack and white cheddar cheeses and a variety of 
peppers, and the company is touting its smooth texture... A 
new player is jumping into the subscription apparel rental 
market, Chain Store Age reports. Upscale department 
store retailer Bloomingdale’s, a division of Macy’s, will 
enter the fray in mid-September with the launch of My List 
at Bloomingdale’s, Women’s Wear Daily reports. The 
service will kick off in mid-September with an assortment 
that includes hundreds of women’s apparel items — from 
dresses and denim to sweaters and outerwear — from 
more than 60 brands, with more than 100 exclusive pieces. 
According to WWD, subscribers will be charged $149 a 
month... Foot Locker plans to open about 50 of its Power 
concept stores over the next three years, CNBC reports. The 
new stores, which measure about 9,000 square feet, are four 
times the size of the chain’s typical locations... Revenue for 
e-commerce retailer Overstock came in at $373.7 million 
for the second quarter ending, representing a 23 percent 
decrease from last year’s figure of $483.1 million, beating 
analysts’ EPS estimates by a dime. “Our retail business has 
returned to positive adjusted EBITDA for the first time since 
the second quarter of 2017,” said Patrick Byrne, Overstock 
CEO and founder. “And it shows no signs of stopping.” In 
the earnings release, Furniture Today reports, Byrne said 
the net revenue decrease was primarily due to decreased 
product sales that resulted from a significant reduction in 
sales and marketing activities, which was part of the effort to 
return to retail profitability... The Easter holiday calendar shift 
helped lift sales at Ingles Markets for its fiscal 2019 third 
quarter, but net income declined in the period as the company 
cycled through a year-ago tax benefit, Supermarket News 
reports. Ingles totaled sales of $1.06 billion, up 2.7 percent 
from $1.03 billion a year earlier. Retail grocery sales grew 2.4 
percent to nearly $1.3 billion. Grocery same-store sales rose 
4.3 percent year over year.
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AVAILS
  WMSN-TV, Fox 47, a Sinclair Broadcasting station located 
in Madison, Wis., is seeking an enterprising and results-
driven General Sales Manager. The GSM must be a strong 
leader, have excellent interpersonal 
skills, be a creative thinker and have 
a willingness to learn. Minimum of five 
(5) years’ experience in local broadcast 
sales management, with the proven ability to grow new 
and existing customers in both broadcast and digital sales. 
CLICK HERE for more information or to apply now.

  WAFB, the CBS affiliate in Baton 
Rouge, La., is looking for a Creative 
Services Manager. The creative 
services team is responsible for 
commercial production, marketing, 
branding and station partnerships for 
WAFB and WBXH. The ideal candidate 
must have a track record of helping 
clients build their brand and strengthen 
commercial messages through quality 
television and digital production/
messaging. If you are a leader who 

is creative, organized, driven and wants to be part of a 
talented, winning team, we’d like to hear from you. CLICK 
HERE to apply now. EOE.
  WPBF 25, the Hearst-owned ABC affiliate in the beautiful 
West Palm Beach market, has an incredible opportunity 
for you! WPBF 25 is looking for a dynamic sales superstar 
to join our phenomenal sales team. The ideal candidate 
will bring both Broadcast and Digital sales experience and 
will possess the drive and ability to thrive in a fast-paced, 
highly competitive market. Your creativity, originality and 
passion for developing new business will be encouraged 
and rewarded! CLICK HERE to apply. EOE.
  KMBC-TV, Hearst Television’s ABC affiliate in Kansas 
City, has an opening for an experienced Account Executive. 
We are looking for an AE who is highly motivated, can grow 
revenue on existing accounts, and secure new advertisers 
to the station. Ideal candidate will have strong business 
development experience as well as the ability to effectively 
negotiate. If you have a proven track record of producing 
revenue on multiple platforms, click HERE to apply. EOE.
  WSOC-TV, the Cox Media Group Television Station in 
Charlotte, N.C., seeks a motivated and passionate Local 
Account Executive eager to WIN while representing 
Charlotte’s top station. June 27, 2018: US News and World 
Report lists Charlotte as No. 22 on the list of top 50 best 
places to live in America, based on quality of life, job market, 
value and desirability. The AE is responsible for generating 
media revenues for Cox Media Group Charlotte and its 
entities to meet or exceed predetermined goals. CLICK 
HERE for more info or to apply now.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
  Just 22 percent of consumers trust native ad content, 
compared to 17 percent who trust Facebook, Outbrain 
reports. The study found that 44 percent of millennials who 
are exposed to native ads find them personally relevant, 
compared to 22 percent of baby boomers.

NETWORK NEWS
  Arrow actor Colton Haynes, who plays Roy Harper on 
the CW series, says he wasn’t asked back as a series 
regular for the show’s eighth and final season. Haynes 
returned to being a series regular for the seventh season 
last year, although he appeared in less than half of its 
22 episodes. During that run, his flash-forward storyline 
wasn’t resolved. Joining Haynes on the sidelines is series 
vet Emily Bett Rickards, who also is not returning as a 
series regular. However, Katherine McNamara (Mia), Ben 
Lewis (William) and Joseph David-Jones (Connor) are 
all now series regulars. Additionally, 
Charlie Barnett will join as Future John 
Diggle Jr. (J.J.) The CW series plans a 
10-episode farewell season... ABC has 
landed Love Me, a one-hour drama 
based on a Swedish format, with a put 
pilot commitment, Deadline reports. 
The project, one of the first significant 
pitch sales this broadcast development 
cycle, follows the stories of a multi-
generational family in Chicago as 
they search for love in an increasingly 
detached digital world... There will be a That ’70s Show 
reunion on Nate Bargatze’s ABC comedy pilot. Debra 
Jo Rupp will re-team with her That ’70s Show cast mate 
Kurtwood Smith in the pilot. Based on the life and comedy 
of Bargatze, the series follows Nate (Bargatze) and his wife 
Laura (Katie Aselton) who choose to move from California 
to Nate’s native Tennessee, where his parents (Rupp and 
Smith) still live, to raise their 6-year-old daughter. They find 
the pursuit of a simple life to be much more complicated than 
they imagined... Bryan Greenberg (The Mindy Project) 
and The Originals alum Charles Michael Davis are set 
as the male leads opposite Lea Michele in ABC’s holiday 
movie Same Time, Next Christmas. Michele will play 
Olivia Henderson, a young woman who met her childhood 
sweetheart, played by Davis, during her family’s annual 
Christmas visit to Hawaii. After being separated by distance 
and years, the two reunite at the same Hawaii resort years 
later and the old chemistry between them flares up anew – 
but circumstances conspire to keep them apart. It’s set to 
premiere in December... Vivica A. Fox will be appearing 
as a series regular instead of recurring on the sixth and 
final season of the Fox musical drama Empire. The sixth 
season of Empire is set to debut on Sept. 24... NBC has 
commissioned six additional scripts from new legal drama 
Bluff City Law starring Jimmy Smits. It’s an early vote of 
confidence for the series, which is now filming its second 
episode, based on the strength of the completed 5-6 scripts. 
Usually backup scripts are ordered around the premiere 
or after a few airings. Bluff City Law has an initial order 
for 10 episodes, three less than the standard 13-episode 
broadcast pickups... CBS Television Stations and CBS 
Interactive have unveiled plans to accelerate the rollout of 
CBSN Local in time for the 2020 election push. The direct-
to-consumer streaming news service is headed to all 13 
major U.S. markets where CBS Television Stations have 
local news operations. The ad-supported CBSN Local’s 
services feature 24/7 anchored programming, coverage of 
live breaking news events in the region as well as a library 
of local news content that’s available on-demand.
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Jimmy Kimmel

This is that very stupid time 
in American politics when 
the presidential hopefuls 

have to impress Iowans by 
posing next to a farm animal 

sculpted out of butter.
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TRADE DESK POSTS MORE BIG REVENUE GAINS
  The Trade Desk, the advertising programmatic platform, 
keeps amassing big revenue gains, growing another 42 
percent for the second quarter to $159 million, Television 
News Daily reports. This follows a 41 percent hike in the first 
quarter. Net income in the second quarter was up 44 percent 
to $27.8 million from $19.3 million.
  Two of the company’s fastest-growing new businesses are 
doing well: The connected TV business was up two and half 
times, while audio spending grew 270 percent. Its established 
mobile business continues to post gains, with mobile video up 

50 percent and mobile in-app 63 percent 
higher. Nearly half of Trade Desk’s overall 
business is in mobile.
  Trade Desk says another key number 
is customer retention, with 95 percent 
continuing to use the platform. This level 
has remained the same over the past 22 
quarters.
  Jeff Green, founder and CEO, says the 
company is now raising its 2019 revenue 
estimates to at least $653 million.
  Recently, Amazon agreed to open up 

its connected TV platform, Amazon Fire TV, to third-party 
and demand-side supply advertising platforms, The Trade 
Desk and Dataxu, to allow deal-making for individual content 
providers, such as NBC, Discovery and ESPN.
  Green told analysts last week that a shift toward premium 
content will force platforms like Google and Facebook to re-
evaluate their take rates and margins.

FACEBOOK WANTS TO LICENSE NEWS CONTENT
  Facebook is offering news outlets millions of dollars for the 
rights to put their content in a news section that the company 
hopes to launch later this year, people familiar with the matter 
tell The Wall Street Journal.
  Representatives from Facebook have told news executives 
they would be willing to pay as much as $3 million a year to 
license headlines and previews of articles from news outlets, 
the people said. The outlets pitched by Facebook on its news 
tab include Walt Disney’s ABC News, Wall Street Journal 
parent Dow Jones, The Washington Post and Bloomberg, 
the people said.
  Facebook’s plans come as the company is facing growing 
criticism for its role in the news industry’s struggles by 
sucking up much of the advertising revenue that used to go 
to newspapers.
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George Carlin

The other night I ate 
at a real nice family 

restaurant. Every table 
had an argument going.

SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

OUTLOOK: PRICE HIKES TO SPUR CORD-CUTTING
  Cord-cutting has often been described as consumers 
adopting OTT services while dropping pay-TV subscriptions, 
but eMarketer’s latest forecasts show subscription OTT 
adoption has begun to stabilize while decreases to the 
number of pay-TV households is accelerating.
  The research firm estimates that the number of pay-TV 
households in the U.S. has been steadily decreasing since 
2015, and it predicts these decreases will continue through 
2023. Last year, there were 90.3 million U.S. households 
subscribed to pay-TV, with the number decreasing to 86.5 
million this year. This figure will drop 
further to 82.9 million households next 
year.
  In 2018, there were 170.7 million 
subscription OTT viewers, which grew 
6.9 percent to 182.5 million this year. 
Estimates from eMarketer show there will 
be 191.5 million viewers next year.
  At the same time, the number of non-
pay TV households is increasing. Last 
year, there were 36 million non-pay TV 
households in the U.S., which will increase 
to 40.2 million this year, reaching 44.3 million in 2020. Non-
pay TV households are defined by eMarketer as the sum 
total of cord-cutters and cord-nevers.
  Traditional pay-TV providers’ increasing focus on profitability 
is one of the major contributors to this trend, on top of the 
ever-growing number of streaming services entering the 
market.

SCRIPPS SEES Q2 LOSS ON ACQUISITION COSTS
  E.W. Scripps reported a loss in the second quarter because 
of higher interest and other costs from acquisitions. The 
company lost $366,000 in the quarter, or 1 cent per share, 
compared to net income of $5.7 million, or 6 cents a year 
ago. Operating income slipped to $22.2 million from $22.4 
million, Broadcasting & Cable reports.
  Revenue rose 19 percent to $337 million. That includes 
revenue from Triton, acquired Nov. 30, 2018, of $9.9 million, 
and revenues from stations acquired from Raycom Media, 
effective Jan. 1, and from Cordillera Communications, 
effective May 1, totaling $31.3 million. Local media profit was 
$54.3 million, up from $53.4 million a year ago.

RETAIL IMPORTS STILL STRONG, DESPITE TARIFFS
  Imports at the nation’s major retail container ports are 
expected to continue at near-record levels this month and 
the remainder of the year despite a new round of tariffs on 
goods from China. That’s according to the monthly Global 
Port Tracker report, which was released by the National 
Retail Federation and Hackett Associates.
  The U.S. has announced that new 10 percent tariffs on an 
additional $300 billion in Chinese goods will take effect Sept. 
1. Coupled with 25 percent tariffs imposed on $250 billion 
worth of imports over the past year, the new round will tax 
almost all goods the U.S. imports from China.
  Meanwhile, America’s tariff bill continues to grow. According 
to data released by the Tariffs Hurt the Heartland coalition, 
American importers paid $6 billion in tariffs in June, one of 
the highest-tariffed months in U.S. history and up 74 percent 
from the same month last year.


